The state spaces of both classical and quantum systems have a point-asymmetry about the maximally mixed state except for bit and qubit systems. In this paper, we find an informational origin of this asymmetry: In any operationally valid probabilistic model, the state space has a pointasymmetry in order to store more than a single bit of information. In particular, we introduce a storable information as a natural measure of the storability of information and show the quantitative relation with the so-called Minkowski measure of the state space, which is an affinely invariant measure for point-asymmetry of a convex body. We also show the relation between these quantities and the dimension of the model, inducing some known results in [9] and [28] as its corollaries. Also shown are a generalization of weaker form of the dual structure of quantum state spaces, and a generalization of the maximally mixed states as points of the critical set. Finally, as a technical byproduct, the existence of a Helstrom family for any probabilistic models is shown.
I. INTRODUCTION
Influenced by the recent development of quantum information theory, understanding quantum mechanics from the informational view points becomes one of the recent trends in the foundations of quantum mechanics. One of the ultimate goals is to derive quantum mechanics by physical and/or informational principles directly testable in experiments, not starting from abstract mathematics such as Hilbert space and operators [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Closely related topics is then a construction of general information theory, generalizing both classical and quantum information theories. Besides a mathematical interest, an important goal here is to understand the interrelationship among physical and informational principles (See e.g. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .)
General probabilistic theory (GPT), being a unified framework to describe any operationally valid probabilistic models, including both classical and quantum theories, provides a natural platform to proceed the above projects (See e.g. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] ).
The most important philosophy of GPT is not to introduce any mathematical structure a priori, but to derive it a posteriori based on some operationally sound assumptions. Its minimal ingredients are states, measurements, and a formula giving probability distribution of a measurement on a state. Since a probabilistic mixture of states/measurements can be thought of as a state/measurement, a natural linear structure is introduced to the space of states/measurements. In this way a representation of a general probabilistic (GP) model over normed ordered vector space is constructed. In this rep- * Electronic address: keiji@nii.ac.jp † Electronic address: gen@shibaura-it.ac.jp resentation, the space of states and measurements are mutually dual, and as a consequence, the state space space to a large extent determines the character of the model [41] . A motivation of the present paper is "dual structure" of quantum state spaces observed in [25] : The state space of the qubit system, isomorphic to a three dimensional ball (the Bloch ball), has beautiful point-symmetry about the maximally mixed state. However, if the system is with more than 2 levels, the state space is notoriously complex. To quantify distortion of the state space, consider the ratio r s /r l , where r l (r s , resp.) is the radius of the minimal (maximal, resp.) ball containing (contained in, resp,) the state space. The ratio r s /r l equals d − 1, demonstrating that distortion increases in d. It is a simple exercise to show that exactly the same holds in classical systems.
To study the mechanisms behind "dual structure", it is not sufficient to study quantum/classical systems only: Since they are too abundant in symmetry, many quantities coincide with each other "by accident", hiding essential relations. Therefore, the first step of our project is to find a framework which free of unessential structures.
Fortunately, GPT perfectly matches this need. Thus our investigation start by finding correct analogue of r s /r l and d in GP models.
Observe operational meaning of a GP model is unchanged by simultaneous transform of its state space by affine map and its measurement space by its dual. Thus, r s /r l is replaced by an affine invariant quantity, the Minkowski measure m [26] : The quantity is increasing in the distortion of the convex body, and m = 1 iff it is point-symmetric. Also, in case of classical and quantum systems (see Sec. III), m equals r s /r l and
At this stage, one might conjecture that the relation (1) generalizes by letting d be the number of dis-tinguishable states. However, a model with a regularpentagon state space is a counter example to this conjecture: m = 1/ cos(π/5) ≃ 1.24 while d − 1 = 1.
To obtain the correct relation, we replace d by the information storability n, which is the maximization of the product of the length of messages encoded in the states and the success probability probability of decode. It turns out that n is related to the max-relative entropy [27] , and that the quantity gives a non-trivial upper bound of d and the (Shannon-Holevo) capacity. Also, in both classical and quantum systems, one sees n = d.
Once these measures are chosen, it is not hard to show
for any GP model. This quantitatively shows that the information storability inevitably causes point-asymmetry of the state space.
In general models, n does not coincide with d, (Shannon-Holevo) capacity or other frequently used information measures. (Again the regular-pentagon model is a simple counter example). However, as n is an upper bound of them, increase of these quantities necessarily results in increase of point-asymmetry of the state space. In particular, if the state space is point-symmetric, it can store only a single bit of information.
Relation with the dimension D = dimS of the state space is also discussed. Clearly, D has to be increasing in capability of information storage, but not vice versa. For example, a GP state space represented by a high dimensional ball can store only a single bit of information. Indeed, D affects n through m: information storability requires asymmetry, and in turn, asymmetry requires dimension. The relation is phrased in (39) , whose corollaries are Proposition 6 in [9] and Theorem 2 in [28] .
In some special class of GP models, (those with transitive symmetry), one can introduce the general maximally mixed state as the invariant state under affine bijection on the state space [9] . We show that the maximally mixed state attains the minimum distortion, but in general such state is not unique.
Finally, as a technical byproduct of the present research, we prove conjectured existence of the Helstrom family [19] in any finite GPT.
The paper is organized as follows: After a brief review of GPT in Sec. II (and in Appendix A), we introduce the Minkowski measure for point-asymmetry of a state space in Sec. III. The storable information is introduced in Sec. IV, together with its dual representation (the proof is in Appendix B), and relations to other information measures. Sec. V is on geometric meanings of information storability n and related concepts. In particular, we show a quantitative relation between the Minkowski measure and the storable information (Theorem 1). In Appendix C, we show existence of the Helstrom ensemble.
II. GENERAL PROBABILISTIC THEORIES
This section is a brief introduction of GPT. (See e.g., [24] ). The minimal ingredients of a GP model are states S = {s}, measurements M = {M }, and the probability Pr{x|M, s} to get the outcome x when performing the measurement M under the state s.
On the mild and physically sound assumptions, as is detailed in Appendix A, they can be described by languages of normed ordered linear space B with the unit u: u is an order unit, i.e., ∀f ∈ B, ∃λ ≥ 0 with λu ≥ f , and induces the norm || · || by [42] f := inf
In case of quantum systems, B, u and || · || is the space of observables, the identity operator I, and the operator norm, respectively. Let B+ be the set of all the positive elements. A positive element e is called an effect if e ≤ u. We denote by E the set of all the effects.
Any measurement M = (e x ) x having l(< ∞) possible outcomes is represented by a tuple of effects such that Here, we adopt the "bracket" notation v, · for the action of v ∈ B * on B. B * is endorsed with the norm
which is a natural generalization of the trace norm on quantum systems. The probability rule, corresponding to Born's rule for quantum systems, then reads as follows:
Importantly, the linear structure in B/B * is compatible with probabilistic mixture of measurements/states:
Also, Pr[x|M, s] is continuous in e x and s [44] :
To proceed, we make following additional assumptions (See Appendix A for discussions supporting them):
[R2] (Measurement) Any mathematically well defined measurement, i.e., any tuples (e x ) x with (4), is feasible.
[R3] (State) S is convex and closed relative to the norm topology.
On these assumptions, we have:
(The proof is given for completeness in Appendix A.)
In the following, we always denote as D := dim S. A state is called a pure state iff there exist no means to prepare it with nontrivial probabilistic mixture. Otherwise, a state is called a mixed state. Geometrically, a pure state corresponds to an extreme points of S. We denote the set of all pure states by Spure.
A family of states {s
In this paper, d(F ) denotes the maximal number of distinguishable states in F , and d(S) is abbreviated as d. Unless S is a singleton (which we won't treat as a trivial case), d is always greater or equal to 2 [19] [45] .
A GP model is said to posses transitive symmetry iff to each pair of pure states s 1 and s 2 , there is an affine bijection g of S which sends s 1 to s 2 [29] . Note that any reversible time evolution is an affine bijection on S. It is known that transitive symmetry nicely characterizes classical and quantum systems [8, 9] .
[Classical System] The classical state space Scl with d-elementary events forms a (d − 1)-dimensional simplex:
Clearly d is the maximum number of distinguishable states and D = d − 1. Scl possesses transitive symmetry.
[Quantum System] The quantum state space Sq with the associated Hilbert space H ≃ C d is the set of all the density operators:
Note that d is the maximum number of distinguishable states and D = d 2 − 1. Sq possesses transitive symmetry.
III. MINKOWSKI MEASURE
The Minkowski measure, widely used in convex geometry, provides a natural affine-invariant measure of the point-asymmetry of a convex body [26] .
Let C be a compact convex subset in the finite dimensional vector space endorsed with the norm ||| · |||. We denote by intC and ∂C the sets of interior points and boundary points of C, respectively. The maximal distortion m v * with respect to v * ∈ intC is:
where v • is antipodal of v w.r.t. v * , i.e., the other endpoint of C from v passing through v * . The Minkowski measure m is defined by
The maximum in (11) is attained by the extreme point of C [26] . The set C * which attains the minimum in (12) is called the critical set, which is compact.
Minkowski measure has the following bound:
The minimum is attained iff C is point-symmetric w.r.t. the point o ∈ C * , and in this case the critical set C * is a singleton. The upper bound is attained iff C is a simplex [26] .
m v * and m are invariant by affine transforms. To see this, let us rewrite their definitions to the form not resorting to norms. For v * ∈ intC and v ∈ ∂C, we have
• with the weight
Observing
where
This quantity was independently introduced in [30] and called the boundariness. Now let us compute the maximum distortions and the Minkowski measures for the state spaces of some GP models.
[Classical System] Considering that the state space is a d − 1-dimensional simplex, it is straightforward to see
where p = (p 1 , . . . , p d ) (See Example 2.1.7 in [26] ). As
, which is attained only by the maximally mixed state (the uniform distribution) o = (1/d, . . . , 1/d): Hence the Minkowski measure for a classical system is given by (1) . Note that this attains the upper bound of (13), as is already mentioned above. (Remind that d − 1 = D = dim Scl in a classical system.) Note also that the critical set is a singleton composed of the maximally mixed state.
[Quantum System] The boundariness (16) has been computed in [30] as
where λ min > 0 is the minimum eigenvalue of ρ ∈ int Sq, hence the maximum distortion w.r.t. ρ is given by
Similar To establish a general relation between state space geometry and information, we will introduce "storable information" in the next section.
IV. INFORMATION STORABILITY A. Definition and dual representation
To start, we mathematically define the term "information storage": Given a classical message x (= 1, · · · , l), encoding is a map of x to a state s(x), which is an element of convex set F ⊂ S. To decode the message, a measurement M = (e x ) x∈{0,1,...,l} , where 0 corresponds to "failure of decode", is applied to s(x). The set of the measurements having outcomes in {0, 1, ..., l} is denoted by M(l).
There are two figures of merit of information storage: the number l of messages,and the success probability decode,
Here we maximize the product of these two:
By definition, we have
for any family of states F ⊂ F ′ ⊂ S. Note that the convex hull of the set of pure states Spure forms S (Minkowski Theorem [31] ), which implies that n = n(∂S) = n( Spure).
To obtain a dual representation of n(F ), we use Lagrange strong duality of convex optimization, which have been a traditional tool for optimization of the measurement [32] . We apply this tool also to optimization of states over the continuous set F , and the number of messages l ∈ N. As in Appendix B, we rewrite the optimization problem (20) , which is not jointly convex in M, s(·) [46] to a convex program, and check that the resulting convex program satisfies necessary conditions for strong duality.
In this way we get [47] n(F ) = inf{ ξ, u : ξ ≥ 0, ∀s ∈ F, s ≤ ξ} (23) = min {c; ∀s ∈ F, s ≤ c s * , s * ∈ S, c ≥ 1} (24) = min
Here, Eq. (24) follows since by (8) there is a state s * ∈ S such that ξ = cs * with ξ, u = c s * , u = c. Also, Eq. (25) is clear by the definition of D max .
In case of quantum systems, D max is called maxrelative entropy, and plays significant role in information theory [27, 33] .
B. Relation to other measures of information
Composition of encoding x → s(x) ∈ F followed by the measurement M = (e y ) y induces the classical channel characterized by the conditional probability
The channel capacity of (repeated use of) this channel is
where p 0 moves over all the probability distributions of y's, and D(p q) := x p(x) log 2 (p(x)/q(x)) is KullbackLeibler divergence (relative entropy) [34] . Thus the maximization of this over all encode and decode
is a reasonable measure of capability of information storage. (C(F ) is called "Holevo capacity" in [28] .) As is known [27] ,
holds where p, q are probability distributions, and
holds for quantum systems. The latter trivially generalizes to any GPT [48] . Therefore,
where (i) holds since the range of inf is shrunk, and (ii) holds since the range of sup is enlarged, (iii) is by (29) , and (iv) is by (28) . Therefore, taking supremum about s(·) and M ,
Another measure of information is the number d(F ) of distinguishable states in F (defined in Sec. II). log 2 d(F ) cannot exceed C(F ): A lower bound of C(F ) is obtained by setting s(·) and M in (27) to distinguishable states and the optimal measurement, respectively. Then corresponding classical channel is noiseless channel with capacity log 2 d(F ). Therefore [49],
We can also define channel capacity in GPT via information spectrum approach [36, 37] . Then n provides upper bound to strong converse bound and capacity in this sense. This will be discussed elsewhere [38] .
V. GEOMETRIC PICTURE A. Mikowski measure and information
Observe n(F ) has the following geometric characterization:
In other words, F is contained in the −(c − 1)-times expansion of S about s 0 ∈ S. In particular, we have n = min{c ≥ 1; S −s 0 ⊂ −(c − 1)(S −s 0 ), ∃s 0 ∈ S}. (34) To derive (33) from (24) , note that cs * ≥ s implies that there exists s ′ ∈ S such that (c − 1)s ′ = cs * − s (again by noting (8) 
To show this, let us define
By (22), we have n = min
We claim that (36) is essentially the maximum distortion m s * :
[Proof] Similarly to the above discussion, one observes
. Hence, by the definition of the boundariness (16) and relation (15), we gets (38) . . The general relation 35 in the Theorem follows from (38) with (12) and (37) .
Recall 1 ≤ m and the equality holds iff S has a point symmetry. Also by the relation (32), n is an upper bound to common information measures. By them, we find a quantitative general relation between point-asymmetry and storable information: The state space S has a pointsymmetry iff one can store only a single bit of information on S. In addition, the degree m of asymmetry increases as capability of information storage, measured by n, d or C, increases.
As we have seen in Sec. III, m = d − 1 in classical and quantum systems. Therefore, by (35) :
Corollary 1 In quantum and classical systems, the inequalities in (32) saturate. This does not hold in general GP models (e.g., the regular-pentagon model).
B. Role of degree of freedom D
Clearly, increase in capability of information storage requires increase in the degree of freedom D, but not vice versa. Indeed, D affects point-asymmetry m, which sets upper bounds to information measures. By (13) and (32), we have:
The right most upper bound is attained iff the model is classical.
This recovers Proposition 6 in [9] and Theorem 2 in [28] .
C. Critical states, Dual structure
Recall that the set S * which attains the minimum in (12), or equivalently, (38) , is called the critical set, which is the compact subset of S. Let us call a state in S * a critical state. We have seen that in quantum and classical systems, there is the unique critical state, which is the maximally mixed state.
In a GP model with the transitive symmetry, the maximally mixed state can be also defined by
using the two-sided Haar measure on set of G of all the affine bijection on S.. Though s M seemingly varies with s 0 , in fact it does not [9] . We claim that s M is in the critical set S * .
Proposition 1 In a GP model with transitive symmetry, the maximally mixed state s M is a critical state.
[Proof] By (38) , an arbitrary critical state s 0 ∈ S * minimizes the function s → n s . Let
Then, c 0 s 0 ≥ s for any s ∈ S, and hence
for any affine bijection g on S. Averaging over the Haar measure on G, we get c 0 s M ≥ s. This implies that s M is also a critical state. . Note that the critical set is not a singleton even for models with transitive symmetry: For instance, if S is a triangle prism, dim S * = 1. Recall the "dual structure" of quantum state spaces [25] . Aside from observation on the ratio r s /r l (see Introduction), they point out that the ratio is achieved by any pure state s and its antipodal point w.r.t. the maximally mixed state. A weaker form of this statement generalizes, since the optimization in (38) on the boundary can be on the set of pure states by (22) : Proposition 2 In any finite dimensional GP model, there exists a pure state s such that the opposite direction about a critical state can only reached to the boundary of state space with the the distortion ratio n −1. If the GP model possesses transitive symmetry, this holds for any pure state.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have shown an information origin of a pointasymmetry of a state space, as quantitatively phrased by (35) : Any operationally valid probabilistic model, including both classical and quantum systems, a state space has inevitably a point-asymmetry in order to store more than a single bit of information. Also increase of capability of information storage, measured by n, d or C, results in increase of point-asymmetry. This explains point-asymmetry of the state spaces of quantum/classical systems with d ≥ 2.
Also, we had shown relation (39) between capability of information storage and the dimension of the state space, whose corollaries are Proposition 6 in [9] and Theorem 2 in [28] .
What is missing is geometric non-trivial lower bound of information measures. Also, behavior of information measures in complex systems is another important open problem [50] .
Let B be the closed linear subspace of L ∞ (S, R) generated by functions {Pr[x|M, ·]}, where M and x runs over all the measurements and the measurement results, respectively. The set B+ of its positive elements is a closed convex cone [52] .
The unit u is defined by u(s) := 1 (∀s ∈ S). u ∈ B holds by u(·) =
x Pr[x|M, ·]. Clearly, u is an order unit in B. Also, the order semi-norm || · || defined by (3) coincide with the norm || · || ∞ and therefore it is a norm. We call e ∈ B+ an effect if e ≤ u, and the set of all effects is denoted by E.
Let B * be the dual space of B, normed with || · || 1 defined by (5) . B * + is the set of its positive elements. Notice that the norm on B * + is characterized by the unit by
Now we are ready to derive a mathematical representation of the object satisfying [P1-P2].
Theorem 2 (Representation of measurements and states) Any GP model with [P1-P2] can be represented over an ordered vector space B with the closed positive cone and the order unit u defining the norm by (5), in the following sense: To each discrete measurement M and state s, there corresponds a tuple (e x ) x of members of B+ with x e x = u andŝ ∈ B * with ŝ, u = 1, respectively. Moreover, the correspondence is injective, and
[Proof] Define e x (s) andŝ by e x (s) := Pr[x|M, s] and ŝ, f := f (s), respectively. Then clearly, e x ∈ E,ŝ ∈ B * + , and (A1) hold. Also, x e x = u and ŝ, u = 1 follow from the normalization x Pr[x|M, s] = 1.
By (A1) and P2-(1), the map s →ŝ is injective, sincê
for any measurement M = (e x ) x . That the representation of the measurement M is injective can be shown similarly.
In the following and the main text, the symbol "ˆ" is omitted, keeping in mind that the above representation is used.
Next, comments on the additional assumptions [R1-R3] are in order: To justify [R3], recall any convex combination of states is "realized" by a probabilistic mixture. Recall also to any point v in the closure of S, there is an s ∈ S arbitrarily close to v in terms of || · || 1 , and this means v and s are hardly distinguished by any measurements. Thus, it is natural to extend S to smallest closed convex set containing it. The resulting extension is still in B * + , and thus v ∈ B+ is positive as a linear functional on this extended state space.
By analogous argument, extending M to its convex combination and norm closure (, defined in componentwise manner,) may be justified. Of course, [R2] is by far a stronger assumption, and may legitimately be removed. However, it is often assumed in classical and quantum information theory (See e.g. [39] and [40] * is a closed convex cone, there exists f ∈ (B * ) * ≃ B to separateS and c as f (s) ≥ 0 (∀s ∈ S), f (c) < 0. The first condition implies that f ∈ B+, but then the latter condition f (c) = c, f < 0 contradicts with the definition of B * + .
Appendix B: Proof of Strong Duality
In this appendix the proof of the strong duality (23) is given. First we rewrite (20) to a linear program with convex constraints. Let MF be the set of all the tuples M = (e s ) s∈F of elements of B * + such that e s = 0 except perhaps finitely many points. Define also
which is well-defined on MF . Here, each s with e s = 0 corresponds to one of s(x)'s (x = 1, ..., l), and G(M ) = u − s∈F e s corresponds to failure of decode. Using such objects,n(F ) can be rewritten to n(F ) = sup 
Here, the last '=' holds since s ≤ ξ implies sup M∈M F s− ξ, s∈F e s = ∞. (23) is equivalent to saturation of inequality in (B4) and achievable of inf in the last end. Necessary conditions for this is given by the strong duality theorem (See e.g., Theorem 8.6.1, [35] ); (i) −g, −G, and MF are convex; (ii) there is M 1 ∈M F such that G(M 1 ) > 0; (iii) n(F ) is finite.
(i) is clear almost by definition. To see (ii), define M 1 ∈ MF by m 1 s0 = u/2, and e 1 s = 0 (s = s 0 ). Then G(M ) = u/2 is an interior point of B+ by u, s = 1/2 > 0, ∀s ∈ S and Proposition 3.
Finally, to see (iii), by (B4), it suffices to show inf{ ξ, u ; ξ ≤ 0, ∀s ∈ F, s ≤ ξ} is finite. Recall in showing (33), we had essentially shown the identity between the quantity in question and the r.h.s. of (33) . This is obviously finite, since F is bounded. Therefore, all the conditions of the strong duality theorem are checked, completing the proof.
